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Nomination for the Post-of

Vice-Chairman cum Chairman-Elect

Salutation

Mr.

Surname

Sethi

Name

Manoj

Middle Name

-

Age

50

CSI-Member since
Membership valid up-to
Address

25 years
Life
77 III-Floor , ModelTown-Northex

City

Delhi

Pin

110009

Mobile

9868145616

E-mail

ms2690@rediffmail.com

Educational Qualifications

M.Sc.(OR),M.Tech(CTA)

Contribution to IT
profession :

Worked in different Govt.,Public and Private sector at different
positions, served to society.Organised and attended a number of
IT-events. Currently teaching in Delhi Technological University
(formerly DCE).
Life member of Society and member of the MC Delhi-Chapter, I am
Involved in organizing various professional activities. I have also
attended various seminars, conferences in Delhi and in Pune-2009
& Chennai-2008. Hon. Secretary Delhi-Chapter 2008-10,
contributed in having chapter’s premises.
Founder branch-counselor of Student-branch DCE. Organized a
number of technical-activities:- Quiz,LAN-gamming,contests,
competitions,debates,seminars, workshops, lectures. Organised
PHEONIX, a 4-days annual-inter-college technical-festival 2006 to
2010. Organized seminars, workshops for faculty.

Contribution to CSI :

Experience

Member of MC-Delhi for 3-years. Member of the OC of a number of
IT-events organized by professional bodies.

Honours/Professional
Recognition :
Other Relevant
Information
Statement of Intent

To increase the involvement and participation of academicians in
CSI. To utilize the office more effectively for events, generating
revenue for the chapter and society.
In-case of Nominees who are holding post in CSI in the last 3-years:
Position held

Member-MC

Statement of Intent Submitted for the
above positions?

Involved in the CSI-activities and try to come with
new-ideas for the improvement of the society.
During my tenure as Hon.-Secretary, I contributed
in having chapter own premises. My plans to
increase the member-base and use office
effectively by starting some professional-trainings.
Want use my knowledge and experience towards
organizing Annual Convention-2015 in Delhi in
addition to other routine professional-events.

Results-achieved

Developed awareness amongst my friendscolleague. Participated in-different capacities in
organizing CSI-events.

